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Curriculum vitae  

 

Pètra Mens was born in Amsterdam, the Netherlands in 1981. After completion of 

Senior General Secondary Education at Spinoza lyceum in 1999 she continued 

her studies at the school for higher vocational education, Amsterdam to follow the 

foundation course in biological and medical laboratory research. In 2003 she 

obtained her BSc degree in bio-medical science from the Free University, 

Amsterdam, which included work on the detection of Actinobacillus 

actinomycetemcomitans by Real-Time assays. She obtained her MSc degree in 

Bio-molecular science from the same university in 2005 and wrote a thesis in the 

field of molecular cell biology and immunology on the inflammation cascade in 

ischemia reperfusion in the kidney. A literature survey on the mediators, 

adhesion molecule and inflammatory cells. She developed an interest in tropical 

diseases during her work on real-time PCR systems for identification of 

resistance related DHPS-540 mutations in Plasmodium falciparum at the Institute 

for Tropical Medicine in Antwerp.  

Since 2005 she has been working as a PhD student on the development of 

molecular tools for the diagnosis of malaria and monitoring of parasite dynamics 

under drug pressure (this thesis). She gave training in malaria diagnosis for the 

Dutch tropical medicine training course and several workshops on molecular and 

serological methods for the diagnosis of malaria. Besides training she has been 

responsible for the daily supervision of several MSc students that have been 

working on the ongoing malaria projects at the Royal Tropical Institute. She has 

been involved and coordinated several international projects on drug monitoring 

and development of diagnostic tools for malaria. Pètra Mens is currently 

employed by the Royal Tropical Institute in Amsterdam. 


